
The pattern is an English translation of the Norwegian pattern:
frk. snupp´s Angora Lue (FWSS-en skamløs kopi). 

Needles: 	3 mm/US 2,5 (alt. 2,5 mm/US 1,5)
Yarn: 	 2 skeins of Angora; 25 g - 114 m/124 yds
	 	 or; 1 skein of Kid-Mohair (lace weight), held double
Gauge: 	 22 st(s) = 10 cm.
Size:	 One size, to fit teen or adult female.
	 	 circumference: 48 cm, length: 27,5 cm.
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Note! Check gauge! I knit more in the tight end of the scale.... You might have to 
follow the (alternative pattern), and use needles 2,5 mm/US 1,5 to get gauge.

Cast on 110 st(s) on needles 3mm (or alt.; 120 st(s) on needles 2,5mm) and knit in 
the round in stockinette st(s) until the hat reaches the top of your head when 
wearing (or as long as you want it before decreasing). Mine measures 22 cm before 
decreasing….

Decrease 2 st(s) evenly in the next round = total of 108 st(s). (If you cast on alt. 120 
st(s), you don´t have to do this decrease….)
The next round: *PM, k27* (*PM, k30*), until you have placed 4 markers around 
the work.

This instruction applies to every decrease for the rest of the work: *k to 3 st(s) 
before marker, ssk, k1, SM, k2tog*.
1th. round (of decrease): decrease as instructed by the markers
2nd. – 3rd. round: knit
4th. round: decrease by the markers
5th. – 6th. round: knit
*7th. round: decrease by the markers
8th. round: knit* 
Repeat from * to *, until you have 12 st(s) left on the needles. 
(Change to double pointed needles when the work becomes too narrow for circular 
needles.) 

Break yarn, not too short,  and gather all the remaing st(s) on the yarn end. Pull 
together and weave in the ends.
Voila! One finished piece of copied hat
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 A
bbreviations:

 st(s)=	
stitches

 k =	
	

knit
 PM

=		
place m

arker
 SM

= 	
slip m

arker
 ssk=		

slip, slip, knit
 k2tog= 	

knit tw
o together
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